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chaired four Meetings each year. In addition,
Stan was editor of the DVPCA Newsletter,
which included articles written by paperweight
collectors as well as information about glass,
travels connected paperweights, reports of
PCA Conventions and Wheaton Village (now
Wheaton Arts) Weekends, which he either
edited or wrote himself. He also arranged for
the DVPCA Web site and kept it up to date.

Neither Harvey nor I can recall the exact
occasion or date when we first met Stanley
Kruger. It may have been at Wheaton Village
or at a PCA Convention. However, the first
time we had any real interaction with Stanley
was when he invited us to come to the
Delaware Valley PCA Meeting as Dealers. We
were immediately impressed with the way that
he managed the Meeting and how he was
aware of all the details. Everything went very
smoothly. Stanley was a very accomplished
speaker, clear and concise and knew what to
say, when to say it and when to keep quiet.

Stan took a personal interest in Wheaton. In
2006, in an attempt to revitalize the
paperweight-focused
event,
Wheaton
partnered with DVPCA for the bi-annual
“Paperweight Fest.” Thanks to the participation
of the chapter committee members and with
Stan’s guidance, the event was a huge
success.

We went as dealers to several Delaware Valley
PCA Meetings where we continued to be
Impressed with Stan’s ability to plan and
implement the programs. When we met with
Stan and Toby, at PCA Conventions or
Wheaton Village Weekends, we always got a
big greeting. We enjoyed their company and
took every opportunity to spend time with them.
And so our friendship began.

Toby filled in with information about Stan’s
background. Stan and his two sisters, grew up
in Baltimore, where his immigrant parents
owned a mom and pop small store. He was a
graduate from the University of Maryland with a
BA degree in Speech and Psychology Upon
graduation, he was almost immediately drafted
into the U.S. Army.
He was eventually
stationed at Fort Meade, Maryland where his
responsibilities involved conducting the entire
training mission of the 250-man company. This
entailed:
scheduling activities, composing
lesson plans on various subjects, presenting
lectures and demonstrations, previewing and
selecting
films,
as
well
as
records
management.
It appears that the Army
prepared him to be the kind of leader that he
became. After his discharge from the service
with the rank of corporal, he relocated to
California where he earned an MBA degree

Stan and Toby visited us on Cape Cod last
summer. It was their second visit and very
necessary because on their first visit two years
previously, which was after Labor Day when
many places were closed for the season, we
had not been able to supply them with enough
lobster. This time, when they began to refuse
that Cape Cod specialty, we knew that, at last,
they had been sated. We had fun on their visit
(they kept us running) and were sad to see
them leave.
Looking back, Stan’s accomplishments with the
DVPCA are very impressive. He planned and
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from UCLA. In addition, he earned enough credits
for a second MA in Psychology, while he pursued a
Ph.D. He returned to Baltimore and worked as a
Juvenile Probation Specialist. He married and had
three sons: Kevin, and twins Keith and Kurt. That
marriage ended in divorce.

DVPCA after the passing of Eileen England. It has
been a vibrant group ever since it’s beginning. He
served for a brief time as Vice President of PCA,
Inc. and left his mark there, too.
Stan will be greatly missed by more than Toby, his
three sons, six grandchildren and members of his
Family Circle.
He will be remembered by
paperweight collectors, artists, dealers, and all of
the fine people that make up Wheaton Arts.

Stan spent a few years on his own before he met
and married Toby, who was an art teacher-since
retired. This proved to be a wonderful and happy
match and they were married for 17 years.

Toby and I agreed that wherever Stan is, he will
have found or founded some sort of group and will
have quickly been made Presiding Officer. I’m sure
he will have it running smoothly and there will be a
Newsletter. We’re not sure if there will be dues.

Stan ducked inquiries about his occupation before
he retired-always saying that he worked for the
Federal Government a position that he never really
described. Again, Toby filled in the gaps. Stanley
was a Federal Parole Board Examiner, who would
interview Federal prisoners who were being
considered for parole. When I learned more about
Stan, it was easy to understand why he was a great
fit for this position. He had a background in
Psychology and was a good listener; he was
discreet, calm, and diplomatic and could appreciate
and relate to all types of people. Most importantly,
he wasn’t hesitant about making decisions-and they
usually were good ones.

When (and if) I get there, I’m going to join. I hope
it’s free!
Doris Robinson

It was a surprise to me to learn that Stan played the
guitar and sang. (I never even heard him; it was
one of his hidden talents.) Toby says that when he
was in California, he gave serious thought to
becoming an actor and, with his background; it is
understandable why he considered that profession.
Stanley was very much at home “on stage.” How
well he was prepared for his role as speaker in any
forum.
Stan kept in touch with the members of his
extended family. He was the President of the
Mishne Family Circle, his mother’s side of the
family. He ran the annual family meeting by
Robert’s Rules of Order. He took pride in telling us
that he was descended from a long line of Rabbis
in Europe.
Like his learned and auspicious
forbears, he was well-educated, had a good
understanding of people and was able to arrive at
intelligent decisions.
Stan began collecting paperweights in 1992, the
year he met and married Toby. He had always
been an art collector, mostly flat work, but they both
had an interest in glass. He found out about the
new group of paperweight collectors through
George Kamm. He really liked the antique weights
and liked American themes, being a first generation
American. He would say that he built the collection
with Toby’s choice of modern weights and costeffectiveness in mind, He became the President of

Prickly Pear by Cathy Richardson
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background of Wheaton’s Paperweight Fest. In 1977
there was a group that split from the PCA. They called
themselves the American Paperweight Guild (APG).
The first convention was in 1977 in Lancaster, PA and
was organized by George Kamm. Phil showed us the
paperweight for that convention. There were two more
conventions and then it evolved into the Wheaton
Village Paperweight Weekend (now Wheaton Arts
Paperweight Fest).
Phil said that the 2011 PCA Convention will be held in
Washington, DC. The date has not been set but it will
be some time in April or May. There will be a
paperweight exhibit at the Smithsonian Museum in
conjunction with the convention. Phil and Alan Kaplan
went to the Smithsonian to help them identify and
catalog their weights, which are now ALL in storage.
He said the Smithsonian’s Renwick Gallery offered to
loan the PCA anything they wanted for the convention
and has been very accommodating.

Review of Events
Winter Meeting
January 30, 2010
The winter meeting of the Delaware Valley PCA was
held on Saturday, January 30, 2010 with 36 members
and guests. Phil Edleman offered a rich variety of
weights from guest dealer Leo Kaplan, Ltd. including
recent weights of Guest Speaker David Graeber.

Phil told us of other collections with the same fate.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art also has a huge
weight collection and doesn’t even know where it's
stored nor has any on display. The New York
Historical Society also has its collection in storage and
is not allowed to sell it.

At 11:00, acting president Sandy Mikelberg called the
meeting to order. She introduced guest speaker Phil
Edelman, who took the mike and introduced himself,
giving his background. This was Part II of his talk,
“36+ Years a Paperweight Dealer,” which began with
his presentation at a meeting last year. Phil’s talk was
dedicated to Stanley Kruger, our late president who
passed way on December 29, 2009. Phil said Part I of
his talk has been given to two other chapters.

To finish his talk, Phil told us one last story about “Mr.
Frogman” who is a collector who buys anything with a
glass frog. He lives in one apartment and has another
to house his collection of 3000 pieces – all frogs!

Phil regaled us with stories of his life as a
paperweight dealer. In 1974, there weren’t many
paperweight makers. Ray and Bob Banford were two
of the earlier artists. He showed pictures of some of
their weights and those of Charles Kaziun. Paul
Stankard was shown at the 1975 PCA Convention,
and Phil showed some of Paul’s early weights, as well
as those of Delmo and Debbie Tarsitano, Francis
Whittemore, and Paul Ysart. He showed a list of
lesser-known artists: Jack Choko, Pete and John
Gentile, Harold Hacker, Robert Hamon, Ronald
Hanson, William Iorio, the brothers James and Nonta
Kontes, Pete Lewis, Hugh and Carolyn Smith, Joe St.
Clair and the St. Clair family, Skip Woods and Joe
Zimmerman. Phil then moved to contemporary artists
and showed a list of notable makers: Melissa Ayotte,
Rick Ayotte, Barry Sautner (who died last year), Jim
Brown, Chris Buzzini, Jim Donofrio, Drew Eblehare,
David Graeber, Randall Grubb, Eric Hanson, Peter
McDougall, Doris and Guy Scrotton, Johne Parsley
(who died last year), Ro Purser, Cathy Richardson,
Ken Rosenfield, Gordon Smith, Paul Standard,
Christine Stankard Presley, Debbie Tarsitano (now
making miniature sculptures instead of weights), the
Trabucco family, Mayauel Ward, and a list of other
artists.

After lunch and the raffle drawings, Sandy called the
meeting to order and thanked Don Formigli for
organizing the last newsletter (to grateful applause).
She said even without Stanley, we’re going to do it all,
with everyone helping. She announced that Toby
Kruger would be willing to become president, with an
examination of the by-laws and an election in the
future. Toby will preside, but she will not do all that
Stanley did.
Sandy read a list of the tasks to be assumed and said
that volunteers should see her after the meeting. She
enumerated all the tasks that Stanley had done – and
he had done it all. So for officers we have Toby Kruger
as president, Andy Dohan for vice-president (he will
procure speakers and dealers for each meeting), Don
Formigili for treasurer, and Sue Sutton for secretary.
Pat Ackerman will transcribe Sue’s notes for the
computer for the newsletter. Diane Atkerson will be
responsible for the DVPCA library. Marty Mikelberg
will be the photographer. Andrew Scott will assume
responsibility for the audio-visual equipment used at
meetings. Boyd England will contribute articles for the
newsletter. Audrey Smit volunteered to put the
newsletter together with Don’s help.

Phil gave us an interesting history lesson on the
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Len Kornit spoke of the loss of our long-time
member and knowledgeable collector, Beverly
Schindler, who passed away in December.

sculptor and taught David how the face could be
reconstructed from a skull with information from the
medical examiner’s office. David said his
experience exposed him to the concept of
professionalism. Other experiences were sign
painting and woodcarving.

Andy Dohan gave an overview of the upcoming
Paperweight Fest at Wheaton Arts. He said new
volunteers are needed from our chapter to help
plan the next Fest and that no other chapter will
take charge of running it. Toby reiterated the
importance and the fun of the Paperweight Fest.
Andy Dohan agreed. Andrew Scott praised Andy’s
magnificent shadow box mosaic of millefiori canes
which is on sale at the Paperweight Shop at
Wheaton.

Another influence was Paul Stankard who has
made paperweights for 45 years. Having met Paul
through a family member, David started working
with Paul in 1991 in Paul’s garage/studio. David
convinced his parents that he wanted to quit his job
and learn the art of glass with Paul. He said Paul
was a hands-on, direct person. David learned

Toby Kruger took the podium thanking the
Mikelbergs for all their help and making email
updates to the members during Stanley’s illness.
Don suggested that the chapter make a donation to
Wheaton Arts in Stanley’s name. A show of hands
agreed with the amount to be decided later.
Sandy introduced the afternoon guest speaker –
paperweight artist David Graeber who first spoke of
Stanley’s loss and legacy. David’s talk,
“Discovering Your Craft,” was a background of his
life in New Jersey and influences. In vocational
school, he concentrated on commercial art and met
a great teacher and his future mentor, George Vail.
David’s first job was with a sign company. Later he
reconnected with George and became his
apprentice for three years while attending night
school in Philadelphia. George was a forensic
Toby Kruger speaking at the Winter Meeting
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through trial-and-error and working as an assistant,
though as an equal. He’s worked for Paul for
almost 20 years. He still works with Paul as an
assistant. The 2009 PCA convention in Toledo,
Ohio was David’s first convention on his own. He
has since built is own studio with a friend and help
from his children.

and told us he just became a member.
Questions followed. Q: How long does it take to
make a weight? A: About two days of flame
working each weight and one to two days in the
oven to anneal. Q: Do you produce one at a time or
several? A: Two or three at a time. He makes the
components then encases all at the same time. He
does encasements at one time because they
require concentration. He doesn’t want to lose
hours of creation in ten minutes of inattention. Q:
Do you have problems with glass incompatibility?
A: Not with current glasses – they are pretty
compatible. Answering a question about his career,
he said that even in this economy he is filling orders
and getting representation.

He spoke of his process of making weights. At the
Stankard studio they use a glory hole to heat and
encase paperweights. David is now instead using
the torch to make his weights and has to learn a
new process. He makes the set-up components
first, like making models. Working on a hot plate
the pieces are grouped into larger components.
Then molten glass is dropped over the design
which is in a cylinder and air is sucked out to
eliminate air bubbles. The design is encased and
then shaped with a wooden mold. (David found that
a graphite mold chills the glass too fast.) It takes 40
hours to anneal the weight.

Sandy ended the meeting saying the April meeting
will be run by Toby. After which she met with
officers and volunteers to allocate responsibilities.
Thanks went to Phil Edelman for the donation by
Leo Kaplan, Ltd. of a Perthshire paperweight for a
raffle prize. Speakers for the April and July
meetings are scheduled. The Garden Party will be
at Don’s house in July.

He showed the audience his first weight, called the
“MacBride Bouquet (roses on a trellis), as well as
many other floral weights. His weights are highly
detailed and precise, made with careful
professionalism. He said he is trying to develop his
own style; he will do a design over and over until he
gets it the way he wants. David wants his work to
be referential – accurate but not necessarily exact.
He showed red roses and mentioned that red glass
is difficult. He dips the red in a layer of brown to
keep it from looking artificial. He mentioned how he
developed his sunflower weights in homage to Van
Gogh.

The meeting adjourned with members remaining to
socialize and examine and purchase paperweights.
Respectfully submitted,
Sue Sutton, DVPCA Secretary

David works for Paul part-time and for himself the
rest of the time, but he tries to avoid burnout so he
can do his best. In slides called “Legacy,” he
showed photos of himself with George Vail and
Paul Stankard, honoring what they had taught him
and helping him find what he truly enjoys creating.
Paul helped David find his craft as he learned to go
back time and again to solve problems. Both
George and Paul pushed him to get his education
as well as discover how to make a living doing what
he loves to do. David is still challenging himself. He
thanked DVPCS for making his career possible and

Guest speaker David Graeber
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Dear Friends,

“A life well-lived is a precious gift
of hope and strength and grace
from someone who has made our world
a brighter, better place.
It’s filled with moments sweet and sad,
with smiles and sometimes tears,
with friendship formed
and good times shared
and laughter through the years.
A life well-lived is a legacy
of joy and pride and pleasure,
a loving, lasting memory
our grateful hearts will treasure.”

Yes, this has been a difficult time for me but the love
and good wishes from all our paperweight friends:
DVPA members, PCA members, artists, dealers and
everyone at Wheaton Arts made me feel that I am
not alone. Stan left his mark on a lot of people, but
he felt privileged to know all of you. What started out
as an interest in glass, turned into a passion for
paperweights. He hungered for knowledge; he
immersed himself in research; he enjoyed leading
others in this odyssey of learning. No one can
replace him, but together we can move ahead on
the course he set.
I have agreed to be president of this group because
I have the same love and respect for the members.
The call went out for volunteers and many of you
responded positively. When the election occurs in
October, we will have a full slate of officers including
Andy Dohan, Vice President; Don Formigli,
Treasurer; Sue Sutton, Secretary, and me. My
promise to you will be to represent the group in the
very best manner, to keep studying and learning and
to use the computer, as best I can.

Fondly,
Toby Kruger

The January 2010 meeting will always be very
special to me for a number of reasons. First, my
dear friend, Jeanne Kiefner drove me to
Williamson’s. She was so impressed by the content
of the meeting and the friendliness of the chapter
members that she joined. But the best part for me
was the purchase of a spectacular bouquet
paperweight by David Graeber, our guest artist. The
weight is pictured here. I feel that this is a fitting
tribute to Stan’s memory.
In conclusion, from the many cards of condolences
that I received, one seemed particularly appropriate
to describe Stan, the man. It was sent by Nancy
Alfano and I quote:

Stanley Kruger

The Krugers and the Robinsons

Paperweight by David Graeber
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Should one decide to repair or restore a
paperweight, the first consideration should be to
pick a quality restorer. A bad restoration is much
worst than no restoration at all. Ask fellow collectors
and dealers whom they use and maybe even view
some restored pieces. A quality restorer will not
remove more glass than necessary and will leave
the surface smooth with no blended-in flat spots.
Sometimes these flat spots cannot be readily seen
but can be felt by placing a piece of light fabric over
the paperweight and rubbing over it with your
fingertips.

To Restore, or Not to Restore, that is the
Question
Should you restore or leave alone your damaged
antique paperweight? For the purpose of this article
I will use the word restore to describe the removal
of damage by grinding or polishing.

A properly restored paperweight will add to its value
and resale potential. The key words here are
“properly restored” as a poor restoration will
drastically decrease the value.
Fig 1. Baccarat [before]

Photo by ED Poore

It is with great trepidation that I am approaching
this subject. Two great paperweight experts feuded
on this subject for years. To me there is no black
and white answer to this question. There are some
people that feel that all paperweights should be left
in the condition that they are found. In my humble
opinion, if the paperweight is damaged to the point
that the image is distorted and cannot be enjoyed,
restoration will be beneficial. When I am asked
whether to restore or not, I inquire as to how much
the chips or scratches bother the owner. If the
damage is all that he or she sees when looking at
the weight, then restoration may be the right option.

Fig 3. Clichy [before]

There are instances when a correct and proper
restoration is not possible because the damage is
too extensive. In some cases, creative faceting will
make it a pleasing paperweight that you can enjoy,
although its value will likely be a fraction of the
original undamaged piece. In extreme cases where
the original paperweight is totally destroyed,
individuals have had elements cut out and made
into jewelry. This is beyond the scope of this article
as I do not consider this to be restoration.

Most antique paperweights are now one hundred
and fifty years old and the number that have never
been restored is decreasing with time. For this
reason, if you are fortunate enough to have a
paperweight with an original surface that has only
minor blemishes, you may want to rethink
polishing. Don’t be misled by the word “polish” as
any restoration results in the removal of some
glass.

Fig 2. Baccarat [after]

Photo by Ed Poore

Fig 4. Clichy [after]

Photo by Ed Poore
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Photo by Ed Poore

A good restoration job ideally will not change the
original profile and may even correct a wrong
profile from a previous poor restoration. The same
holds true for any facets or base treatments. Any
facets or base cutting should be typical to that
factory. For example, a Clichy star cut should not
be placed on a Baccarat paperweight. A quality
restorer should be familiar with the profiles and cuts
found on antique paperweights.

changes the optics. The change in magnification
most often causes the outer part of the design not
to be visible when viewed from above, and I find
this most distracting.

Fig 7. Sandwich [before]

Fig 5. Clichy [before]

However, they all point to an original surface and to
some people they add to the charm of an antique
paperweight. Even the type of grinding marks on
facets and pontil area can be clues as to the
original maker, and these can be lost by the
slightest of polishing.

Photo by Ed Poore

It is a personal choice, but most often I request the
restorer not to polish the basal rim even if there are
a few minor chips on the edge. I like to see the fine
scratches or wear on the bases of my antique
paperweights. True wear is hard to fake and to
many collectors it is a sign of age. Most fake wear
has deep uneven and evenly distributed (parallel)
scratches as opposed to the multitude of fine
scratches in a random pattern typical of original
wear.

Fig 9. Gillinder [not restored]

Fig 6. Clichy [after]

photo by Ed Poore

Photo by author

Here is one more example. I have a Gillinder
paperweight [Figure 9] with unique faceting that I
believe to be original. The faceting compliments
the design very well and looks old. Note in Figure
10 how the single red central cane is multiplied and
the circular outer pink row is scalloped. Gillinder
did have a fancy cutting shop that was capable of
executing such faceting. The paperweight came out
of a Pennsylvania estate and has minor roughness
on the edge of its facets. A very light polishing
would make it shine like a jewel. I would love to see
it in pristine condition but I will not have it polished
because I do not want to disturb what I believe is its
original surface. Until another one shows up, I have
the only known example of this cutting. If the
weight were polished, there would be more doubt
as to the cutting being original.

Photo by Ed Poore

I believe that if a restorer changes the profile by
only removing glass from the top or only the side,
he may not understand the optics of glass. On the
other hand, he may do it at the request of the
owner who is reluctant to change the size of the
paperweight. I personally believe this reluctance
on the part of the owner to be misguided. This not
only results in a wrong profile but also drastically
8

A December Adventure in Chicago and Neenah
Talk about taking chances! I scheduled a trip to visit the
Chicago Art Institute and the Bergstrom Mahler Museum
in December 2009. Chicago is not a favorite destination
in the winter, their weather can be brutal, but
circumstances dictated that time frame.

Fig 10. Gillinder top view

I arrived at the ungodly hour of 6 AM, hoped a cab and
checked into the hotel for a shower and breakfast. I was
lucky to get the room that early since check in was 3 PM.
By ten I was walking to the Navy Pier and a boat tour of
the architecture of Chicago. I was very impressed by
what I now consider the most architecturally diverse city
in the country. I asked the tour guide about the best
place to see the city from on high. Hancock building was
the answer but he advised me not to go to the
observation deck. He suggested a cocktail lounge on the
floor below and that was great advice. Instead
of the
observation deck being cleared out every ten minutes, I
sat at the window with a cup of hot coffee and a bun for
a half hour or more and took some amazing pictures
from the 74th floor.

Photo by author

Paperweights with overlays are extremely difficult
to restore. Other than a light polish that does not
cut through the overlay, there are few other options,
such as enlarging the facets or adding more facets
to correct the damage. The only other grinding
option is to remove the overlay entirely. There
have been a few experiments with using a resin
filler to repair overlay paperweights. I do not
believe that this is practical at this time but may
hold promise for the future. The concept of filling
the missing chip would be a good conservation
practice as it would not result in the removing of
more glass and may even be reversible.

I left out the surprise of the day. On the way out of the
navy pier I passed the Chicago concert hall, went in to
the box office and enjoyed a wonderful evening with the
Chicago symphony. Next day's stop was the Chicago Art
Institute and the newly renovated Rubelof exhibit. It was
amazing and the curator, Ms. Lee, with whom I had been
in contact, offered to show me the balance of the weights
not on display. I felt very privileged to have seen the
entire collection. I must also say that too much of a good
thing is not the best way to go; it is difficult to enjoy
weights that stood out because of the great numbers of
works of art.

Of course, not having damage in the first place is
the most desirable option. Now might be a good
time to check the shelves of your display cases.
Don’t overlook the supports. I know of one collector
who used strong shelves but had cheap plastic
support clips or pins that failed dramatically. Also,
keep your paperweights well separated from each
other as every one is a potential “hammer” and
“target.”

The next day I enjoyed the rest of the art museum and
then on to the sculpture works at the adjacent park. It
was breathtaking and I spent several hours there
enjoying the wonderful weather, the art works, and taking
many pictures.

In the end only you can decide whether to restore
any of your paperweights.

In a comfortable rented car I made the trip to Neenah
and the Bergstrom Mahler museum. I checked into the
hotel recommended by Stan Kruger and he was right on,
it was very nice. Jan Smith, the curator was most
gracious and went out of her way to show me all the
"goodies". It was the book by Evangeline Bergstrom that
started my accumulating some weights way back when.
My copy of the book is unique ( I think ) because most
of the color plates were double struck and slightly off
center. I spent most of the afternoon at the museum, and
then had a pleasant drive back to Chicago.

Hopefully some of the ideas presented in this
article will stimulate your thinking and will help you
make an informed decision regarding whether or
not to restore your treasures.
As you can see from figures 1 through 8, in the
before and after pictures, [generously supplied by
Ed Poore ] a restoration can transform a damaged
paperweight. Ed has been in the glass business
forty years and is one of a group of professional
restorers that understand the optics of
paperweights. These professionals can get many
damaged paperweights back to the way the maker
intended them to be viewed.

I took this trip via Amtrak. It was a looong ride but kind of
relaxing and no hassle like at the airport. I arrived late in
the afternoon and it was good to be home I enjoyed this
trip and being solo added to my pleasure, not having to
accommodate fellow travelers and doing things on the
spur of the moment. I don't think I would take this trip via
Amtrak again but it was a wonderful adventure.

Jim Lefever

Leonard Kornit
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THE SCRAMBLE:

CALENDAR:
ADVANCE MEETING DATES AND GUESTS

You all should have received information in the
mail from Wheaton Arts on Paperweight Fest
2010. The dates are May 13, 14, and 15,
2010. Register before May 1st for the best
price. Even if you can’t attend you can
purchase raffle tickets to win a Graeber,
Kontes, Smith or Stankard paperweight.

April 17, 2010 – Spring Meeting. See next
page for details.
May 13, 14, 15, 2010 – Paperweight Fest
2010 at Wheaton Arts and Cultural Center,
Millville, NJ.
Save the dates and plan to attend!

THANK YOU…we thank those members who
have contributed items to the club as raffle
prizes. We especially thank Phil Edelman and
Leo Kaplan, Ltd. for their donation of a
Pershire paperweight. Andy Dohan was the
lucky winner of that weight in the raffle
drawing.

July 17 & 18, 2010 – 18th Anniversary
Celebration Weekend. Saturday, AM: My
Favorite Mini-Weight Contest.
Also a
Show and Tell of “Acquired at Paperweight
Fest 2010” by those who attended and
purchased items.
PM:
Guest Artist
Mayauel Ward presents a PowerPoint
show on his paperweight artistry. Also
and ad hoc ID Clinic, Stump the Dummies,
will be held. Guest Dealer: William Pitt.
Afterwards the group will caravan to the
home of Don Formigli for the annual
Garden Party/Catered Cookout. Sunday,
11 AM: the club will convene at the home
of its acting President in Voorhees, NJ for
a luncheon and Paperweight Seminar.

Upcoming
Paperweight
Auction
in
Philadelphia….Freeman’s Auction House in
Philadelphia will be selling a private collection
of approximately 600 paperweights on May
21st. It is listed as the Labow / Seacat
Paperweight Sale on their web site but the
catalog
is
not yet posted.
See
www.freemansauction.com.

October 16, 2010 – Fall Elections Meeting.
DVPCA member Richard C. McCarthy will
show and talk about his collection of
Millville Rose paperweights by Ralph
Barber and other South Jersey artists.
Guest Dealer: Ben Drabeck.

ALL
SATURDAY
MEETINGS
AT
WILLIAMSON’S RESTAURANT, Horsham,
PA…
SAVE THE DATES!!!

Salamander and Trillium by Cathy Richardson
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Luncheon Reservations
April 17, 2010

Spring Meeting Announcement
April 17, 2010
At Williamson Restaurant, 500 Blair Mill Road
(Route 611/Easton Road at Blair Mill Road)
Horsham, PA
Located two traffic lights north of PA Turnpike Exit
343 (Old Exit 27/Doylestown/Willow Grove)
Telephone (215) 675-5454

Choices @ $17.00 each

10:00 AM

Paperweight Fair with Guest
Dealer Nancy Alfano Portia
Paperweights

______$ Luncheon Total

11:00 AM

Our morning program has been
changed. Another speaker will
replace Gay Taylor but you won’t
be disappointed.

Name(s)__________________________________

______Number Attending
______(No.) Sauteed Breast of Chicken, white wine
sauce
______(No.) Veal Parmesan, Provolone Cheese &
Marinara Sauce

Email____________________________________
Please mail this tear off slip with your selections and check to:
DVPCA, c/o Don Formigli, Treasurer
455 Stonybrook Drive, Levittown, PA 19055

12 NOON Lunch
1:00 PM

1:30 PM

NO LATER THAN APRIL 12, 2010!!!

Business Meeting:
Announcements, Reports from
floor, Raffle, etc.

See her web site for more info and
pictures of her work.

Guest Speaker Cathy Richardson:
On her website,
www.hbci.com/~touchstone,
Cathy writes… I have learned my
craft from many people, sometimes
in formal settings but also by
watching and working alongside
glass artists whose techniques I
respect. The artistry in my work
grows out of my former career as a
geologist and from my deep
appreciation for nature. It is
difficult for me to explain, even to
myself, how I come up with a
particular idea for a piece. My
childhood was spent in my
mother’s greenhouses and
gardens, scavenging on beaches
in Chesapeake Bay, and walking in
the woods of Virginia. I have
always been fascinated by small
things – a particular design on a
leaf, or a pebble on the beach. To
interpret nature in my work, I refer
to an ever growing collection of
books, videos and photographs.
Beyond that, the creative process
remains a wonderful mystery.

2:30 PM

Paperweight Fair continues.

Water Garden by Cathy Richardson
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Address Service Requested

5 Johnson Lane
Voorhees, NJ 08043-4123

ISSUE CONTENTS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lead Article: Remembering Stanly Kruger
Secondary Article: Dear Friends...
Other Articles: To Restore, or Not to Restore,
that is the Question, A December Adventure in
Chicago and Neenah
Minutes: Winter Meeting, January 30, 2010
THE SCRAMBLE/CALENDAR
Announcement: Spring Meeting, April 17,
2010
Dated Reservations Tear-Off Slip
2010 Membership Application
Sixteen (16) Business Ads
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